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view FA-6

FA-6: (d) If the distance to the preceding vehicle

increases above the speed-dependent safety 

distance again, the vehicle accelerates with a 

maximum of 2 m/s² until the set speed is reached. 
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Fig. 1. Requirement FA-6 of unit Distronic of ADASv4 (top) and the
view created for the requirement by the domain experts (bottom)

A. Example Process with Focus on Challenges

This section lists a fictitious example of how two different
ADAS versions could have been developed at Daimler AG.

First, user functionalities and user features of the system are
collected. These are structured into units, e.g., Distronic,
and features, e.g., accelerate up to set speed if preceding
vehicle accelerates [1]. Each feature results in a detailed
requirement (see Fig. 1 for an example). Based on an estimate
of implementation effort, units are grouped into working
packages (e.g., Tempomat and Limiter can be one, and
the more complex Distronic could be another one). In
an agile development process each engineer implements one
working package. Implementation starts with a design model
for each unit, documenting all important in and out signals
plus interactions with other units. An overall design review

ensures that all needed signals will be provided by sensors or
other units. Then, each unit is modeled iteratively in Simulink
following the corresponding design model. Engineers perform
consistency checks that examine whether the Simulink model
satisfies the given design model.

In case a Simulink subsystem becomes too complex it is
split, e.g., the implementation of unit Distronic is split
into two subsystems, Distronic and FollowToStop. This
triggers a design change. For very innovative features, a
developer may find that the unit’s requirements are incomplete,
in which case the requirement document must be updated, and
the process starts another iteration, from requirements.

If the model-software component test unveils an error, than
during error slicing smaller Simulink error models showing
possible involved connector-components are created by hiding
all unnecessary Simulink subsystems and blocks. These error
models are used as discussion base to find the error’s reason
involving different units.

Imagine for this examples that two years after ADASv3
was developed, technology in image recognition became more
available, and thus, the new ADASv4 will benefit from
sign detection and car following support. Requirements are
updated, and engineers want to ensure that the added re-
quirements are not in conflict with the implementation of
previous requirements. Again, the design of existing units is
updated and design models for new units are created. The
Simulink subsystems whose unit’s design have changed must
be identified and adapted (this takes much effort and long-
time since engineers need to get familiar with the ADAS
model again). Thus, the evolution of the Simulink model is
an iterative process with feedback to the requirements, design,
and testing phases.
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